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Abstract Databases recording cattle exchanges offer unique opportunities for a better understanding and fighting of disease spreading. Most
studies model contacts with (sequences of) networks, but this approach
neglects important dynamical features of exchanges, that are known to
play a key role in spreading. We use here a fully dynamic modeling of
contacts and empirically compare the spreading outbreaks obtained with
it to the ones obtained with network approaches. We show that neglecting time information leads to significant over-estimates of actual sizes of
spreading cascades, and that these sizes are much more heterogeneous
than generally assumed. Our approach also makes it possible to study the
speed of spreading, and we show that the observed speeds vary greatly,
even for a same cascade size.

1

Introduction

Production of dairy and meat products is a major economic field in France.
Early detection of disease outbreaks is thus a key issue for the protection of
economic interests, as well as animal welfare. Among the various routes to infect
holdings, such as contamination by wildlife or contacts between different herds in
pastures, cattle trade movements spread pathogens at national and international
level, and are thus a major way of infection.
At least three approaches can be used to study epidemic spreading occurring because of these exchanges: agent-based models, generating functions, and
network approaches.The first two approaches require assumptions either on the
agent behavior or about the exchanges, such as statistical equivalence of nodes of
same degree for Degree-Based Mean-field theory [15] or a local treelike structure
for generating functions [13,15]. In this work, we would like to study the cattle
trade movements without making any assumption about the nodes’ behavior
and the structure of the network. That is why using network modeling seems
more appropriate, as it does not require any assumption about the dynamics of
exchanges.
Thanks to the creation of databases recording animal exchanges, modeling
cattle trade movements for animal health purposes has started developing. Since
the Bovine spongiform encephalopathy crisis of 1996, each state of the European

Union has an obligation to identify every farm animal on its territory and to
register cattle trade movements. The Base de Données Nationale d’Identification
(BDNI) database is the French enforcement of this decision. The year 2005 has
been described in [17], and [8] described in details years 2005 to 2009.
When studying cattle trade movements, data are often aggregated in a static
network, where an edge links two holdings if at least one exchange occurred,
no matter how many times and when they interact. Yet, advances in the field
of temporal networks show the importance of considering the temporality of
interactions among nodes to describe propagation phenomena, especially when
the edges are not stable through time. Indeed, the order and the frequency of
interactions are of great importance to estimate the final number of reached
nodes [19].
Consequently, many recent studies also use sequences of static graphs (sequence of snapshots) to observe the evolution of networks over time [5,8,12,14].
For instance, [8] mainly focused on describing aggregated data for different time
windows: the authors study monthly, quarterly and yearly networks. They measure the stability of several static features over successive snapshots, and also
used dynamical measures, such as the reachability ratio, for which we express
interest in the following. A significant asset of sequences of snapshots is that
they allow the use of graph theory. However, despite the fact that each snapshot represents the aggregation of interactions that take place in a given time
window, the precise dates of interactions are lost, and with them, their order
and frequency. One might wonder if using a temporal network model, where the
date of occurrence of a link is specified [9], could improve the evaluation of the
potential size of an infection.
To answer this question, we study the French cattle trade network during
the year 2005, by transforming it into a static network, sequences of monthly
or quarterly networks, and a model of temporal network called link stream. After describing the network basic properties and how to measure the potential
infection size of a disease in a static and a dynamical context, we compare the
estimations of potential sizes of disease outbreaks, obtained using the different
data representations. Finally, we propose a refinement not only to measure an
outbreak size but also to take into account its propagation speed. Our contribution is then mainly methodological, comparing outbreak sizes estimations
with static and temporal graph models, and proposing an intrinsically temporal
measure to enhance our understanding of the measure.

2

Dataset

Our work relies on a data export from the BDNI which contains all cattle trade
movements from 2005 to 2015 inside France. This makes approximately 148 millions cattle transfers in the following format: date of the transfer, origin holding,
destination holding, animal identification number. We do not use animal identification numbers here, and focus on the fact that an exchange occurred between
two given holdings at a given date.

In this paper, we focus on year 2005 because it already received much attention in previous works [8,17]. This choice makes it easier to compare our results
to existing ones, and we checked that they still hold for recent years. We therefore consider 2005 as representative of all years, to this regard. In this subsection,
we only present here a few basic properties of the dataset that help us analyze
the measurements implemented in the rest of this work.
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During 2005, 245,821 holdings exchanged at least one animal with another
holding, leading to a collection of approximately 10 million cattle transfers. We
display in Fig. 1 the distributions of the number of outgoing and incoming movements for each holding. We also show in Fig. 2 (left) the total number of transfers
occurring per week during the whole year, and in Fig. 2 (right) the total number
of transfers occurring per day, for several weeks.
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Figure 1. Left: distribution of incoming movements per holding in 2005, in log-log
scales. For each value x on the horizontal axis, we plot the number of holdings that
were the destination of x cattle movement during 2005. Right: distribution of outgoing
movements per holding in 2005.
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Figure 2. Left: weekly number of transfers in the database in 2005. Right: daily number
of transfers in the database for the first 12 weeks of 2005.

The movement distributions clearly confirm the heterogeneity between holdings, already observed in previous works [8,17]: although some holdings are the
origin or destination of up to approximately one thousand in- or out-going movements, the vast majority of holdings are involved in only a few movements, with
all intermediary behaviors present in the data. Interestingly, there is a cutoff in
the out-going movement distribution indicating that holdings involved in more
than 100 out-going movements are exceptions (less than 2% of the nodes).
The number of movements per day (Fig. 2, right) is also interesting in the
context of investigating the dynamical properties of the dataset. As already
discussed in previous works on different animal trade networks [3,6,11], it shows
that the short-term activity strongly changes with time, with peaks of activity
on Mondays that progressively vanish through the week. Such variations may
have an important impact on spreading phenomena.
It has also been observed that the French cattle trade network is asymmetric [8], in the sense that the existence of a link from i to j does not systematically
involve the existence of a link from j to i. This property may be measured using
the reciprocity ratio, which is the fraction of reciprocated links during a given
period. We measure that this ratio is indeed 0.52 for the yearly network, and of
the same order of magnitude for monthly networks (from 0.51 to 0.53). It stems
from the fact that most of the holdings sell or transfer animals to other holdings,
while a much lower amount receive or buy animals. This property also has direct
consequences on the potential outbreak sizes, that will be discussed later.

3

Data Modeling

The data presented above may be represented in several ways. In spreading
phenomena studies, the main approach consists in modeling relations between
holdings using networks (i.e., sets of nodes and links between them), which capture the structure of exchanges. The direction of exchanges plays a key role in
spreading phenomena, as a cattle transfer from holding A to holding B is different from a transfer from B to A, to this regard. Likewise, the time-ordering of
cattle transfers is important: a transfer from A to B followed by a transfer from
B to C is different from a transfer from B to C followed by a transfer from A
to B, regarding spreading.
After presenting how the problem of estimating the potential size of an outbreak is usually addressed in the static and snapshots case, we propose an
adaptation to link streams, a dynamical model of networks. In all cases, we
consider directed links. Previous studies already insisted on these temporal aspects [7,14,18], and introduced notions such as the in/outgoing infection chains
in order to better capture temporal features of cattle transfers. Our approach
is related to these ones, focusing on the comparison that can be made with the
snapshot case.
The most basic approach ignores temporal information: nodes represent holdings and there is a directed link from i to j if there was at least one cattle transfer
from holding i to holding j in 2005. We call this model the static network.

On 2005 dataset, it has 245,821 nodes and 1,646,510 directed links. Its degree
distributions are the quantities plotted in Fig. 1.
In order to take into account the temporal features of exchanges while still
using network formalisms, one may divide the data into time slices, each slice
corresponding to a static network called snapshot. This leads to sequences
of snapshots, each capturing the structure of exchanges during a time slice.
Choosing appropriate time slices is a difficult question in general, but monthly
and quarterly time slices are generally used for cattle trade exchanges, leading to
12 and 4 snapshots respectively, see for instance [8]. Choosing small time slices
leads to a better conservation of the dynamics but also to snapshots with less
information, while choosing larger time slices gives more complex snapshots but
the dynamics within each time slice is lost.
In our case, the number of active nodes, that is to say holdings involved in
at least one exchange, varies from 105295 (43% of the total) to 138907 (57%)
per month (see Fig. 3), or from 180930 (74%) to 196166 (80%) quarterly.
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Figure 3. Fraction of active nodes and links for each monthly network

Finally, in order to capture all the dynamics in the data, one may use the link
stream or temporal network formalisms [10,20]. A link stream is a sequence of
triplets (t, i, j) indicating that an interaction (here at least one cattle transfer)
occurred at time t from node i to node j (here holdings). In our case, the obtained
link stream involves 245,821 nodes and 3,355,680 temporal links.

4

Infection Modeling

Accurate modeling of infections is a challenge in itself [16]. However, most models
rely on the assumption that infections spread over a population through the links
of a network representing contacts between individuals. This leads in particular
to the Susceptible-Infected (SI) model, which represents a worst case scenario:
the disease spreads from a node A to all its neighbors as soon as A is infected,
and nodes never recover. The size and speed of obtained spreading cascades are
therefore upper bounds of what one may expect in reality. The SI model does
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Figure 4. Left: Link stream representation of interactions, A, B, C and D are holdings
and a directed link at t represents a movement from the departure holding to the arrival
holding at time t. Right: SI cascade on a link stream, starting from A at time 1, and
reaching nodes B and then C following directed links.

not claim to be realistic, yet, as we are interested here in quantifying the size
and speed of potential outbreaks, without any assumption on the disease under
concern, we consider this model as a baseline and study its behavior in static
and dynamical settings.
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Figure 5. SI cascade in the static snapshot case starting from the leftmost node: at
each step, the neighbors (gray) of an infected node (black) are reached, until all the
nodes are processed.

Many studies – e.g. [1] – consider the undirected version of the static graph
defined above: they consider that a link from A to B also induces a link from B to
A. Then, the key property for spreading phenomena is the size of the connected
components. Indeed, a connected component is a maximal set of nodes such
that there is a path from any node in the set to any other node in the set. As
a consequence, any spreading starting in a connected component will eventually

reach all the nodes of this connected component, and so connected component
sizes give the sizes of epidemic outbreaks according to the SI model. In particular,
most real-world networks have a connected component that contains most nodes
of the network, called the Giant Connected Component, or GCC. Using such a
representation, most epidemic outbreaks therefore reach all the nodes in the
GCC, i.e. most nodes of the network.
Considering directed static networks is more realistic and leads to more detailed insights. The connected components of the undirected network are then
called the Weakly Connected Components (WCC) of the directed network, and
a Strongly Connected Component (SCC) is a set of nodes such that there is a
directed path from any node in the set to any other node in the set. Strongly
connected components are therefore included in weakly connected components,
and an infection starting in a weakly connected component will not in general
reach all nodes of this component. Instead, an infection starting in a strongly
connected component will spread in the whole strongly connected component.
Therefore, the size of strongly connected components, and in particular the size
of the largest one, are key features for epidemic studies [17]. However, an infection starting in a strongly connected component will also spread to all nodes
reachable from it, which are not necessarily in the component. Likewise, some infections starting outside a strongly connected component may reach it and all its
nodes. Therefore, considering connected components misses much information.
As a consequence, we decided to conduct our study by truly simulating SI
spreading phenomena: we start from a given node A and compute the set of
all nodes reachable from A; as this would be the set of nodes reached by a SI
epidemic spreading starting at A, we call it a SI cascade. As we will see, such
cascades are strongly related to (weakly and strongly) connected components in
some situations, but they allow for a more precise understanding of spreading
phenomena in other situations.
More precisely, in the case of the static directed network modeling of cattle
mobility, we compute the size of the SI cascade starting from any node. In the
case of snapshot modeling, we compute these sizes for each snapshot (each node
therefore leads to 12 cascades in monthly snapshots). In the case of link streams
modeling, the situation is more subtle: the SI spreading follows links in their
temporal order, see Fig. 4 (right). In particular, if links from A to B and from
B to A are followed by links from B to C and from C to B then a disease may
spread from A to B and then to C but not the converse (although the directed
links from C to B and from B to A do exist, they are not in the appropriate
temporal order). In this setting, SI cascades are therefore constrained not only
by link directions but also by time ordering. Equivalent objects were previously
defined and used in the literature, they are called outgoing infection chains in [21]
or in [7].
In order to compare SI cascades in link streams to the ones in snapshots,
we add the following constraint: for a given time duration (one or three months
in general), we consider only the nodes reached within this duration after the
cascade starts. Indeed, cascades in snapshots represent epidemics that have a

limited time to spread; adding this time limit to spreadings in link streams
makes the comparison fair. In addition, we have to choose a starting time in the
link stream context. In our experiments, we choose for each node a random time
and then observe SI cascades starting from each node at this time.
In terms of computational complexity, we can compare the cascading process on link streams to the one on static graphs. Setting a propagation duration
have an impact on the time complexity of calculations. Let L be the set of
temporal links (t, i, j), with t between the departure time and the propagation
duration.The time complexity is O(n|L |), with n the number of nodes in the
network. It only depends on the propagation duration and not on the total duration of the dataset. In the static case, it depends on the length of snapshots
and the number of active nodes and links in this period, so the time complexity
is smaller than O(nm), with m the total number of links of the network. Experimentally we observed that the computation of SI cascades is faster in the
sequence of snapshots case than in the link stream case on a standard workstation: results on link streams are obtained in a couple of days, while some
minutes to a few hours are enough on sequences of snapshots. In both cases,
it is possible to make a sample of source nodes to speed up the calculations,
but it raises the question of representativity of the results. Concerning memory
complexity, computing SI cascades is in O(n), as it only requires to store their
state (susceptible or infectious) over time. The link stream is read link by link
in increasing value of time, to update the infectious state of the nodes. Thus,
it is not needed to load it in memory, contrary to sequences of snapshots. The
required memory space is then smaller in the case of link stream.

5

Size of Cascades

This section is devoted to the study of cascade sizes (i.e. the total number of
nodes reached by SI cascades) in the frameworks described above. Our goal is
to gain insight on the effect of temporal features of cattle mobility on cascade
sizes.
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Figure 6. Inverse cumulative distribution of cascades sizes for the 2005 static directed
network. Left: lin-lin scales. Right: log-log scales.

Let us first consider the static directed network. The distribution of cascade
sizes is given in Fig. 6. It clearly displays two different situations: either cascade sizes are over 100,000 nodes (93% of them reach more than 41% of active
nodes), or they are much smaller, between 1 and 300 nodes. This is due to the
fact that the network has the structure depicted in Fig. 7. According to this
representation, commonly used as a large-scale map of the world wide web [4],
the nodes are spread over different groups: a central core, the GSCC, where any
node can reach any other node following a directed path; the IN component,
where some nodes can reach nodes of the GSCC following a directed path, but
cannot be reached by the nodes of the GSCC. Reciprocally, some nodes can be
reached by the nodes of the GSCC following a directed path, but cannot reach
it, they are located downstream to it, and constitute the OUT component. The
remaining nodes are either isolated in small connected components, or part of
structures called tendrils and tubes. Tendrils are subgraphs going either out from
the in-component without reaching the GSCC, or subgraphs going into the outcomponent without coming from the GSCC. Tubes connect directly the in- to
the out-component, without going through the GSCC.
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Figure 7. Bow-tie structure of a directed graph with a giant strongly connected component.

Any cascade starting in the largest strongly connected component will reach
all this component (44% of all nodes) and the OUT component (3% of all nodes).
In our case, this makes a total of 115,250 nodes. All cascades starting in the IN
component will also reach these nodes, and a few others: the part of the IN
component between them and the strongly connected component, as well as few
other nodes. All these cascades therefore have very similar sizes, and reach a large
fraction of all nodes in the network. Finally, a few cascades start in the OUT
component, or at other nodes that do not reach the largest strongly connected
component (7% of them), they reach only a small part of the network and thus
lead to much smaller cascade sizes. These results are consistent with previous
results on the size of giant connected components, and confirm that taking into

account the direction of links is crucial: SI cascades would otherwise reach 99%
of nodes [7,17]. Considering the distribution of cascade sizes however highlights
the fact that two very focused regimes co-exist, and that other cascade sizes
never occur.
Now, we display in Fig. 8 the cascade size distribution for the monthly snapshots and the corresponding experiments for the link stream modeling. Quarterly
snapshots give very similar results so we do not plot them here. Similarly to the
static case, the cascade size distribution obtained for monthly snapshots display
two distinct regimes, and for the same reason: each snapshot has a bow-tie largescale shape. However, the largest cascades are much smaller than in the static
network: they only reach 8% (July) to 13% (April) of nodes. This is also true for
quarterly snapshots, in which cascades reach at most 23% of nodes. This may
be due to the fact that spreading time is bounded, but it also shows that the
cattle mobility is far from being a monthly or quarterly repetition of movements
similar to the ones performed at the yearly level. This confirms the fact that
time information is crucial to have an estimate of the potential epidemic outbreak sizes, as pointed out previously by several works [1,7,19]. It is the main
motivation for turning to link stream modeling, that captures this information
much more precisely.
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The results using link stream modeling first show that maximal SI cascades
lasting one month actually reach 5% (i.e. 13225) of all nodes only (13% with a 3
months propagation duration). This confirms that neglecting temporal information leads to significant over-estimates of the possible size of epidemic outbreaks.
The distribution even shows that the number of negligible SI cascades is much
larger than indicated by snapshots: respectively 60% of SI cascades are of size
smaller than 5 nodes in the link stream, compared to 13% in monthly snapshots.
Fig. 8 also displays another striking fact: whereas static network, quarterly
snapshot and monthly snapshot modelings consistently lead to two different

kinds of SI cascades (a few very small ones and a huge majority reaching a
large part of the network, with nothing in between), link streams lead to a
continuum in the observed cascade sizes. Although many cascades are large and
many are very small, there are also all kinds of cascade sizes in between, and the
heterogeneity of cascade sizes is much higher.

6

Speed of Cascades

One key advantage of the link stream modeling is that it accounts for the speed
of spreading, and not only for the number of nodes eventually reached, which is
a key feature for fighting epidemic outbreaks. We therefore dedicate this section
to the study of the speed of SI cascades in link streams.
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Figure 9. Left: Number of reached nodes over time by cascades from two different
source nodes (A and B). Right: Visualization of the virulence (area under the curve of
the number of reached nodes over time).

In Fig. 9 (left), the SI cascades from A and B reach the same number of
nodes at the end of the propagation period. Yet, the number of nodes reached
at a given time is higher for the propagation from source A than from source B.
As a consequence, if the cascade represents the spreading of a disease, the first
situation certainly implies a higher level of risk than the second one. Measuring
the number of reached nodes does not allow to make this distinction. That is why
we also calculated what we called the virulence of a cascade, that is simply the
area under the curve of the number of reached nodes over time (Fig. 9, right),
using the following definition. Let ti be the beginning of the spreading, d the
propagation duration (parameter of the model), and n(t) the number of reached
nodes at time t:
tX
i +d
virulence =
n(t)
(1)
t=ti

Using this measure, the SI cascade starting from B gets a lower virulence score
than the spreading starting from A. It allows us to differentiate the case described
in Fig. 9 (left), where two cascades reach the same number of nodes with different
speeds.

We plot in Fig. 10 the virulence as a function of the final number of reached
nodes. We observe that for a given number of infected nodes, the corresponding
scores of virulence cover a broad range of values, especially for large spreading
cascades. For instance, for a score of 6000 reached nodes, the virulence spreads
from about 25000 to about 75000, that is to say three times as much. This means
that cascades of the same size may correspond to very different virulences, in
other words very different propagation speeds. Similar observations can be made
with a propagation duration of 3 months. Refining the comparison on the number
of reached nodes and the virulence and their impact on the propagation sizes is
a perspective of this study.
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Figure 10. Virulence as a function of the final number of reached nodes. In green,
average virulence values for a fixed number of reached nodes.
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Conclusion

In this study, we evaluate the potential epidemic outbreak sizes, by taking into
account temporal information in a network-based representation of cattle trade
movement. For this purpose, we used data extracted from the year 2005 of the
French database of cattle trade movements, and compared the sizes of SI cascades as produced using snapshot-based representations, to the closest possible
protocol on a link stream representation of the data. We observed that cascades
on static networks are systematically larger than the ones on link streams and
thus that not taking into account the temporality of contacts leads to overestimating potential infection sizes. Moreover, while the cascades on static snapshots
display a clear 2-mode behavior, where cascades are either very small or close
to the maximum size, cascades on link streams can have any kind of size between these two extremes. Besides that, using SI cascades on link stream offers

the possibility to take into account the spreading speeds, and not only the total
number of reached nodes. Our results show that a same number of infected nodes
can correspond to a wide range of propagation speed, which suggests that our
measure should be a better tool to estimate the impact of an outbreak.
This study leads to several relevant considerations for future work. In the
BDNI dataset, information about the type of holding (farms, markets, assembling centers...) is available. A special focus on the proportion of holdings being
reached by SI cascades depending on their type would be interesting, in order
to gain insight on whether the category they belong to leads to different risk
exposures to disease outbreak.
In the context of controlling pathogen spread, targeted control is a key issue.
One of the common procedures to test an intervention strategy is to measure
the size of the GSCC depending on the number of removed nodes, chosen according to the strategy. For instance, some authors measured the reduction in
size of the giant connected component as a function of the number of removed
node, chosen in decreasing order of their number of connections, strength, or
centrality measurements [2,8], while others focused on the type of holdings removed (assembling centers, markets, farms, etc.) [17]. Taking into account the
temporality of interactions allows to distinguish various intermediate cascades
sizes between the two extremes (very small sizes or very close to the maximal
size). Therefore, it is expected that using the cascade size distribution would be
a more precise assessment of the impact of the different control strategies than a
GSCC-based analysis. Moreover, nodes are targeted according to their features
in static snapshots, while [1] warned that using past snapshots information to
devise efficient control strategies in the present might be inefficient. That is why
taking advantage of link stream temporal information and adapting strategies
to focus on dynamical features in order to select the key nodes to be removed is
also a perspective of great interest.
Finally, we only considered the cattle trade movements as propagation routes.
Thanks to the location of holdings, infection by contact in pastures may be
modeled by adding links between holdings in the same neighborhood. Providing
that we circumvent privacy issues related to the geographical location, such an
approach would allow a more accurate modeling of contacts, but would also
complexify the studied network.
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